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     Road maintenance and construction equipment TICAB – high quality European equipment. The 

leading companies use the TICAB equipment in 51 countries around the world. 

                                                              

Universal loader TI-CAR 

       
    The TI-CAR loader is a universal machine. Adjustable steering wheel and comfortable seat 

suspension reduce the fatigue. Two pedal control system allows you to control the movement 

even on different areas. 

        TI-CAR is an effective tool for various types of work in construction, agriculture, utilities, with 

alternating loading into the truck, snow removal, soil removal, cargo transportation, surface leveling. 

       TI-CAR is multi-purpose compact machine for various applications. Almost 30 items of 

changing attachments make TI-CAR the most functional machine on the market 

      An adjustable steering wheel and a comfortable suspension seat provides a restful ride. The drive 

system with a foot throttle and direction pedal allows the loader to be controlled with incredible 

precision, even with demanding equipment and terrain. Is an effective tool where jobs vary between 

loading trucks, shoveling snow, and moving soil. 

 

Technical  features 
Engine – Kubota, model - D1105/D905/Yanmar, model 3TNM72, (Japan), cylinders - 3, 

Engine power - 19,4 kW/26 h.p, 

Cylinder capacity (cm³): 1123 

Cooling system - liquid; 

Hydraulics - HANSA (Italy),  

Battery (V-Ah): 12-60 

Generator (A): 40 

Maximum torque (Nm) : 72 

Maximum engine speed without load - 3000 rpm; 

 

Operating volumes 
Colling system ,(l) : 5
Engine oil ,(l): 5,11

Fuel type - diesel (fuel tank - 20 l) 

Hydraulic tank (l): 43

Total capacity of hydraulic system (l): 48

 

Running characteristics: 
Travel speed - 0-13 km/h;   

Frame fracture angle -56°, 

Turning radius on the spot - 1.63 m. 

Boom lift with flipping bucket-195-210 cm. 
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Capacity 
Hydraulic lifting force 850 kg; 

Break-out force 50 cm-800-850 kg. 

Overhead load with straight frame: 850 kg

Overhead load with articulated frame: 650 kg 

Overhead load, straight -950 kg. 

Pulling force-950 kg. 

Operating weight - 970 kg; 

 

Wheelbase     
Outer diameter of the wheels (in)-23" 

Inner diameter of the disk (in)-12" 

Width of the wheel (in)-8,5" 

 

Price  - 20 400 € netto 
If you buy 3 or more units, you get a 5% discount!!! 
 

 

COMPLETE SET: 

 

- Cylindrical sweeping brush - 4200€; 

- Brush with waste hopper self-dumping function – 5000€ 

- Transportation bucket - 590 €; 

- Jaw bucket-610 € 

- Stacking fork - 600 €; 

- Silage fork - 1500 €. 


